PRODUCT OVERVIEW:
The ITW-209-01-01-01 detects the presence and measures the temperature of the bath water. The communication cable connects the ITW-209 to Image controllers through a mini-din connection. Data is displayed on a compatible Image display.

FEATURES / BENEFITS
 Compatible with Image controllers IMC-213 and ISD-237
 Supports both water level and temperature measurements
 Reads water temperature and level through tub wall
 Power indicator LED
 Capacitive water detect with conductive water detect capabilities
 Installed to the exterior surface of the wall tub with no holes or special fittings required
 Only one system connection cable required
 Manufacturer calibrated
 Physical box dimensions approximately 3.70” x 0.37” x 2.20” (9.4 x 0.94 x 5.6 cm)
 Printed circuit board is conformal coated for protection against corrosion
 US Patent No. 6,847,291